
International Computer Science Institute
 Human-Centered Computational Intelligence Component

Principal Faculty and Researchers
Dan Ellis (PI on 2 projects), Jerome Feldman (co-PI with Morgan on SmartKom),
Chuck Fillmore (FrameNet PI, co-advising student w/ Morgan), Eric Fosler-Lussier
(Postdoctoral Fellow with Morgan), Steven Greenberg (PI and co-PI on several
projects), Hynek Hermansky (joint OGI/ICSI appt), Michael Jordan (co-PI on
Morgan's NSA grant), James Landay (Senior Investigator on Morgan/Ostendorf
DARPA grant), Nelson Morgan (ICSI Director, PI or co-PI on several grants),
Lokendra Shastri (PI or co-PI on two projects), Rosaria Silipo (Post-doctoral Fellow
with Greenberg).

Affiliated Faculty and Researchers
Takayuki Aria (Sophia Uni., Tokyo), Hervé Bourlard (IDIAP, Switzerland), Dan
Jurafsky (Colorado), Steve Renals (Sheffield, UK).

Research Areas
1. Speech recognition for natural speaking styles and microphones that are not

head-mounted.

2. Transcription, annotation, query, search, and overall user interface to make use
of recordings of human-to-human communication (e.g., meeting recording).

3. Incorporating semantic knowledge and structure in natural speech and language
applications.

4. Current (November, 1999) underlying technology threads:
a. Acoustic front end development
b. Statistical modeling (e.g., posterior-based, graphical models, merging

knowledge sources)
c. Multistream methods (incorporating both a and b)
d. Dynamic modeling of pronunciation and word sequences based on on-line

contextual measurements
e. Developing semantic lexicons and incorporating them (and other forms of

natural language structure embodying semantics) in natural speech and
language applications.

Programmatic goals
R&D to generalize the applicability of speech technology to a much wider range

of natural conditions; more generally, part of a wider ICSI effort for human-centered
pervasive computing. The work is often characterized by vertical integration,
including work down to chip design and up to the user interface, but is focused
primarily on algorithms and systems for natural speech and language processing.

Current or Confirmed Sources of Research Funding

Europe:

1. SmartKom: German government "Leitprojekt" (as was Verbmobil); large project
on human-machine interaction. We are working on a meeting recorder task.
ICSI co-PIs are Feldman and Morgan. German partners include Siemens,
Daimler, DFKI, Philips, Sony, U. of Munich. Morgan, PI.



2. ThisL: European Union project (4th framework) on transcription and
information retrieval from BBC broadcast news. ICSI PI is Dan Ellis, Euro-
partners include Sheffield University, BBC, Thomson, and IDIAP (Swiss Institute
directed by Bourlard).

3. Respite: European Union project (4th framework) on multi-stream and missing
data approaches to acoustic robustness in ASR. ICSI PI is Dan Ellis, Euro-partners
include Sheffield University, IDIAP, DaimlerChrysler, ICP Grenoble, and Matra.

4. Government support (Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain): Some of the postdocs
on our international exchange program are significant contributors on speech-
related research projects.

United States:

5. National Science Foundation:
Development on features, pronunciation models, analysis, multi-stream
combination. PI Morgan, with co-PIs Greenberg and Hermansky (collaboration
with OGI).
From Sound to Meaning (Learning and Intelligent Systems Award) - Use of
computational, perceptual, statistical and physiological approaches to gain
insight into the mechanisms by which human listeners understand spoken
language, using the syllable as a focal level of representation (collaboration with
Christoph Schreiner and Tim Roberts of UC-San Francisco). Greenberg, PI and
Shastri, co-PI.

A Uniform Treatment of Belief, Utility, and Action - This project seeks to
demonstrate how a connectionist network (SHRUTI) can encode a large body of
semantic and episodic facts, systematic rule-like mappings, knowledge about
entities, and types, and yet perform a wide range of reflexive inferences within a
few hundred milliseconds. Shastri, PI.

FrameNet - This project is building a machine-readable lexicon, with detailed
semantic descriptions of a substantial portion of the English vocabulary, for use
both by NLP msystems and people, in which each entry is coded for
computational use, described in terms of its semantic and syntactic combinatorial
properties, provided with corpus-based data on the relative frequencies of its
senses and valence alternatives, and linked to annotated corpus examples.
Fillmore, PI.

6. National Security Agency:

Efforts on statistical estimation for both recognition and confidence. Supported
Bilmes' Buried Markov Model work in the past, now supporting work on
confidence and new efforts with co-PI Jordan on estimating optimal weights for
statistical combination of multiple knowledge sources. Morgan, PI.

Automatic Transcription of Prosodic Stress and Phonetic Segmentation -
Development of computational methods to automatically label prosodic
prominence and phonetic segments in spontaneous speech. Greenberg, PI.

7. DARPA:

Starting in January, collaboration with University of Washington on
technological challenges behind "Robust recognition and dialog tracking for
interactive information access"; officially part of DARPA Communicator



program. Co-PIs are Morgan and Ostendorf, with likely involvement by Shriberg
and Stolcke of SRI. Landay will also be involved as the user interface designer for
the main target task, which will be the same meeting recorder as in the
SmartKom project.

Current and Past Research Collaborations Germane to the Consortium

1. ICSI-SpIn: This should be obvious, since both Steve Greenberg and Lokendra
Shastri have been ICSI scientists for years. In particular, numerous students have
conducted research at ICSI in collaboration with both Greenberg and Morgan. We
have expressed interest in continuing and extending the collaboration once the
new Institute is realized.

2. ICSI-OGI: There has been a long-standing collaboration between Morgan and
Hermansky, with numerous grants and projects they have worked on together.
Sometimes ICSI has been a subcontractor from OGI, and currently it is the other
way around; additionally, Hermansky now works at ICSI part-time, and is
collaborating closely with PI Dan Ellis and several graduate students on acoustic
feature design. Morgan also has a joint faculty appointment at OGI.

3. ICSI-SRI: ICSI has collaborated with SRI going back to 1990, often cooperating on
DARPA tasks. As noted above, we are planning to collaborate on the new
DARPA task, but even prior to this we will be working together on some pieces
of the 2000 Hub 5 evaluation (Switchboard and Call Home). Stolcke got his
Berkeley PhD at ICSI.

 4. ICSI-UW: Ostendorf and Morgan have distantly collaborated as part of the
Hopkins workshops, but the upcoming DARPA task is their first significant
research collaboration. However, the other 2 UW principals (Bilmes and
Kirchoff) both worked at ICSI in the past; in particular, Bilmes got his Berkeley
PhD at ICSI.

5. ICSI - Walter Reed Army Medical Center: Greenberg and Shastri have begun a
collaboration with Ken Grant on the integration of audio and visual information
for understanding spoken language as part of the NSF LIS project.

Future research areas (over the coming 3-5 years)
In the future, we anticipate increasing cooperative effort between formerly disparate
ICSI groups based on the challenges imposed by the more widespread computing
landscape of the future; in particular, mobility and portability raise important
challenges for both HCI and network researchers. The meeting recorder
("SpeechCorder") project that we have begun is, we believe, the first of the efforts
that will lead us in this direction.

Research and Training Goals
 ICSI is an independent, nonprofit basic research institute closely affiliated with

the University of California at Berkeley. Its basic goal is to create a synergy between
world leading academic and industrial research in an international environment
through excellence in research. Involvement in bleeding edge research programs is
a key element in providing training for international postdoctoral fellows as well as
Berkeley graduate students in the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Department.



 In order to maintain its edge, ICSI must focus on a few selected areas in
computer science and engineering. Currently, the primary ICSI foci are human-
centered computational intelligence (which at ICSI has largely consisted of work in
natural speech and language), and internet research. We have also often worked in
the areas of hardware and software systems, down to the level of designing
computational chips and object-oriented programming languages.

 In the area of natural speech and language, we have the basic goals of facilitating
natural human-computer interaction as well as making records of human-human
interaction more useful. These operational goals require that we consider new
approaches for natural speech and language processing, since the current technology
is far from good enough to handle the general case of these applications. In
particular, common levels of noise and reverberation are sufficient to badly hurt
speech recognition systems when close-talking microphones are not practical, and
casual speaking styles can greatly degrade recognition performance. On the other
hand, ICSI is an institution devoted to efforts in Computer Science and Engineering,
so we work both to develop working systems (at a prototype level) and to train
engineers and scientists to instantiate their research notions in such systems so as to
better prepare them for their post-ICSI experiences.

Student and Post-doc training
Partial list of former students and postdocs from the "Realization" Group (focused
in the areas of computer systems and speech processing):
Takayuki Arai, Krste Asanovic, Jeff Bilmes, Candace Cardinal, Rachel Coulston,
Chris Ehrlicher, Philipp Faerber, Kyrill Fischer, Dominique Genoud Alfred
Hauenstein Thomas Hofmann Dan Jurafsky Brian Kingsbury, Katrin Kirchoff,
Rainer Klisch, Joachim Koehler, Yochai Konig, Kristine Ma, Naghmeh (Nikki)
Mirghafori, Paola Moretto, Steve Renals, Colleen Richey, Florian Schiel, Holger
Schwenk, Pawan Sinha, Volkmar Sterzing, Gary Tajchman, Grace Tong, Chuck
Wooters, Su-Lin Wu, Geoff Zweig..Andreas Stolcke of SRI, among others, came out
from the natural language/AI activity at ICSI and moved into spoken language
processing after his degree.

Further Information
http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu


